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Ready to start planning your care? Call us at 800-525-2225 to make an appointment.





























	

Sloan Kettering Institute


	

Research

	
	

Changing how the world understands and treats cancer
Our scientists pursue every aspect of cancer research—from exploring the biology of genes and cells, to developing immune-based treatments, uncovering the causes of metastasis, and more.








	
	
Programs & Centers

	

Sloan Kettering Institute

Pursuing basic and translational research across 9 programs and 100+ labs


	

Memorial Hospital research

Focusing on clinical cancer research and population health


	

Human Oncology & Pathogenesis Program (HOPP)

Bridging the lab and the clinic through translational research


	

Collaborative research centers

Fostering interdisciplinary collaborations between laboratory scientists and clinicians


	

Extramural collaborations

Partnering with other academic and research institutions





	
	
Research at MSK

	

Our research impact


	

Research topics


	

Core facilities & resources

Offering state-of-the-art resources for our researchers


	

Find a researcher or lab


	

Education & training programs








	

Education & Training

	
	

Training the next generation of clinicians and scientists
Our highly-specialized educational programs shape leaders to be at the forefront of cancer care and research.








	
	
For Healthcare

	

Graduate medical education (GME)


	

Medical student opportunities


	

Continuing medical education (CME)


	

Continuing nursing education (CNE)


	

Academic departments & divisions


	

Explore all programs





	
	
For Research

	

Postdoctoral training


	

Gerstner Sloan Kettering Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences

Offering a curriculum with a focus on cancer


	

PhD & MD/PhD programs


	

MSK Bridge program

Connecting college seniors to future careers in biomedicine


	

High school & undergraduate summer programs
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MSK Direct


	


Locations & Language



In the U.S.

	

English


	

Español


	

Pусский







Outside of the U.S.

	

العَرَبِيَّة


	

Deutsch


	

English


	

Español


	

한국어


	

עִבְרִית


	

Italiano


	

Portugês


	

Pу́сский


	

Türkçe


	

中文









































	Make an AppointmentBack
Make an Appointment


		We’re here for you.
Make an appointment
New patient
Current patient

Speak to a care advisor
Adults: 800-525-2225
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. (Eastern time)

Children & Teens: 833-MSK-KIDS
Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (Eastern time)





		Becoming A Patient
	How to get started
	Insurance & financial assistance
	Preparing for your first appointment
	Meet our doctors
	Explore our locations






	Refer a PatientBack
Refer a Patient


		Partner with us to treat your patient’s cancer.
Refer a patient
CALL OUR DEDICATED CLINICIAN ACCESS NUMBER
646-677-7440
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. (Eastern time)





		Clinical Resources
	Our doctors
	Physician relations
	Clinical updates & insights
	Prediction tools
	Clinical trials
	Continuing medical education (CME)






	Learn About Cancer & TreatmentBack
Learn About Cancer & Treatment


		We treat every type of cancer, including the most important one: yours.
With cancer, where you get treated first matters. From diagnosis to treatment, our experts provide the care and support you need, when you need it.




		Adults
	Cancers & conditions
	Risk assessment & screening
	Diagnosis & treatment
	Clinical trials
	Children & Teens
	Cancers & conditions
	Diagnosis & treatment
	Clinical trials


		Support, Services & Programs
	For adults
	For children & teens
	For caregivers
	Adolescents & young adult (AYA) program
	Patient & caregiver education library
	Cancer News & Discoveries
	Read the latest
	Sign up for our newsletter
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About Us


		Our mission: Ending cancer for life.
Memorial Sloan Kettering was founded in 1884, and today is a world leader in patient care, research, and educational programs.
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	Our mission, vision & core values
	Leadership
	History
	Equality, diversity & inclusion
	Annual report
	Give to MSK
	For the Media
	Media inquiries
	Press Releases
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	Contact us
	Plan Your Visit
	Explore our locations
	Directions
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Research


		Programs & Centers
	
Sloan Kettering Institute
Pursuing basic and translational research across 9 programs and 100+ labs

	
Memorial Hospital research
Focusing on clinical cancer research and population health

	
Human Oncology & Pathogenesis Program (HOPP)
Bridging the lab and the clinic through translational research

	
Collaborative research centers
Fostering interdisciplinary collaborations between laboratory scientists and clinicians

	
Extramural collaborations
Partnering with other academic and research institutions



		Research at MSK
	
Our research impact

	
Research topics

	
Core facilities & resources
Offering state-of-the-art resources for our researchers

	
Find a researcher or lab

	
Education & training programs
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Education & Training


		For Healthcare
	
Graduate medical education (GME)

	
Medical student opportunities

	
Continuing medical education (CME)

	
Continuing nursing education (CNE)

	
Academic departments & divisions

	
Explore all programs



		For Research
	
Postdoctoral training

	
Gerstner Sloan Kettering Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences
Offering a curriculum with a focus on cancer

	
PhD & MD/PhD programs

	
MSK Bridge program
Connecting college seniors to future careers in biomedicine

	
High school & undergraduate summer programs
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MSK Direct
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Locations & Language


In the U.S.
	
English

	
Español

	
Pусский



Outside of the U.S.
	
العَرَبِيَّة

	
Deutsch

	
English

	
Español

	
한국어

	
עִבְרִית

	
Italiano

	
Portugês

	
Pу́сский

	
Türkçe

	
中文
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It Takes MSK



MSK 2022 Annual Report
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 Emeline Aviki, MD, MBA, specializes in surgery to treat gynecologic cancers.






 















 

It takes the people of MSK — in every operating room, every lab, every corridor, and every neighborhood — to achieve our mission: Ending cancer for life.

Our three pillars — patient care, scientific research, and education — supported extraordinary progress in 2022. Learn about just some of our achievements in this Annual Report.
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It Takes MSK ...


To Believe


Care begins by offering compassion and confidence, to inspire patients as soon as they arrive.
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Joshua’s job is door attendant. His mission is much more.






Read Josh’s story 
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It Takes MSK ...


To Improve Health Equity


We are breaking down barriers to make world-class care available to everyone.
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Reaching More Patients With Game-Changing Tests

MSK is making access to cancer genetic testing more equitable.




Learn how MSK is closing gaps in cancer care 
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It Takes MSK ...


To Find Treatments for the Toughest Cancers


Teams of experts, from oncologists to nurse practitioners to data analysts, work tirelessly to save the lives of their patients — and those they may never meet.





Top cancer treatment advances at MSK in 2022 
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The Clinical Trial That Changed Everything for Its Patients

How a small but groundbreaking study could rewrite the playbook for treating solid tumors.




Read about the astounding results 
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A Major Advance in Treating Metastatic Breast Cancer

MSK-led research could change the practice of medicine for millions of people whose breast cancer has spread.




Learn more about this advancement 
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It Takes MSK ...


To Decode the Most Challenging Mysteries in Science


For 75 years, scientists at the Sloan Kettering Institute have made breakthrough discoveries about why cells turn cancerous, forging new paths for the treatments of tomorrow.





Top cancer research advances at MSK in 2022 
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The Next Frontier in Cancer Research

To understand cancer, we must study it in the context of the ecosystem in which it lives and grows.




How MSK uncovers new insights 
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Finding Order Within the Chaos of Cancer

How a new understanding of cancer’s most infamous gene could help stop tumors earlier.




Learn about the p53 gene’s role in cancer 
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It Takes MSK ...


To Train the Next Generation


Our mission is to help those starting out find their footing.
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The Special Calling of Physician-Scientists at MSK

Physician-scientists not only treat disease, they do research to cure it.




Read more about MSK physician-scientists 
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It Takes MSK Kids ...


To Treat the Whole Child
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Working at MSK Kids Is Much More Than a Job

Meet some of the people on the team — who care for the health and emotional well-being of children, who create a welcoming environment, and who are discovering new treatments for pediatric cancer.




Meet the MSK Kids team 
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It Takes MSK ...


To Provide the Best in Nursing Care
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The Many Talents of MSK Nurses

MSK nurses and advanced practice providers offer not only compassionate care but also problem-solving skills that push the field forward.




Get to know our award-winning nurses 
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The MSK Donor Community



Every year, hundreds of thousands of generous donors do their part to drive more innovation and save more lives. Our patients are grateful, and so are we.
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2022 MSK Giving

In 2022, more than 409,000 individuals, families, foundations, and companies contributed more than 575,000 donations — raising more than $569 million for cancer care, research, and education.




Learn more about our giving community 
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The Society of Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center

This volunteer-led organization is dedicated to raising funds that advance cancer research and care at MSK.




Learn more about The Society 
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A Message From the President and Chairman
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2022: A Time of Transition at MSK






Read more 






























Give to MSK


MSK is revolutionizing the way cancer is understood, diagnosed, and treated. Your generosity makes this possible.







Donate now 





























MSK 2022 Annual Report

To view a PDF of the report, click below.




	
Download a PDF copy 

	
MSK Boards 
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Statistical Profile
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